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The ABC’s of Food on the FarmThe ABC’s of Food on the Farm
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Let’s make lunch with a Let’s make lunch with a drinkdrink, , toasttoast with a  with a toppingtopping, a , a fruitfruit, and a , and a vegetablevegetable..
TTo Find the tools to help you prepare lunch, go past the wagon and large screw o Find the tools to help you prepare lunch, go past the wagon and large screw 

to the far (left or right) side of the gallery.to the far (left or right) side of the gallery.

Turn over for your vegetable...Turn over for your vegetable...

Find this tool:Find this tool: What fruit are you picking with it? What fruit are you picking with it? 
______________________

Hint: This fruit can make your drink Hint: This fruit can make your drink 
using this machine.using this machine.

What drink can you make with that What drink can you make with that 
fruit in this machine?fruit in this machine?
___________      ___________      

For toast, you need ___________.For toast, you need ___________.

Find that baskets used to set the Find that baskets used to set the 
dough in to “rise”.dough in to “rise”.

On toast, we often put on On toast, we often put on 
___________.___________.

Pick out the design you would like Pick out the design you would like 
on top of yours in this case. on top of yours in this case. 
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Go out to “the fields” by continuing Go out to “the fields” by continuing 
along this wall to “pick” a yellowalong this wall to “pick” a yellow
vegetable that grows on a tall plant. vegetable that grows on a tall plant. 
You can put it in this basket.You can put it in this basket.

But you also will need a tool to take But you also will need a tool to take 
off the leaves. Look at the board off the leaves. Look at the board 
below the basket for these tools and below the basket for these tools and 
choose which one you would like to choose which one you would like to 
use to husk the _______________.use to husk the _______________.

So for lunch, you are having:So for lunch, you are having:
A______________ (fruit),A______________ (fruit),
B______________ toasted with B______________ toasted with 
B___________________,B___________________,
C_______________(vegetable),C_______________(vegetable),
And a drink of C__________________.And a drink of C__________________.

Enjoy!Enjoy!


